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We investigate word growth and structure of certain infinite families of finite
groups. This work is motivated by results of Bass, Wolf, Milnor, Gromov, and
Grigorchuk on the word growth and structure of infinite groups. We define word
growth for families of finite groups, and prove structure theorems relating their
growth types to their group structures. Some results are analogous to the infinite
cases. However, differences are also noted, as well as other results. Q 1998 Aca-
demic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider infinite families of finite groups, each gener-
ated by a bounded sized set of generators, and study connections between
their rates of growth on the one hand, and their group structures on the
other. We seek to understand similarities and differences between the
theory developed herein for finite groups, and a similar theory developed
w xpreviously for infinite groups; see Ba, Wo, Mil1, Mil2, Gri1, Gro .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains a survey of known
results for infinite groups obtained by the above-mentioned authors, which
will serve as a background for our results. We also define growth and
growth types for infinite families of finite groups, namely, polynomial,
exponential, or intermediate, and describe the problems to be tackled in
subsequent sections.
It turns out that in our ``finite'' case, growth type is, in general,
generator dependent! Accordingly, in Section 2 we characterize those
families that grow polynomially with respect to all generating sets, and
discuss families of subexponential growth.
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In Section 3 we show that certain classes of groups cannot have
intermediate growth with respect to any family of generating sets.
Section 4 contains descriptions of various open problems and some
connections with other fields of research.
Notation is generally standard. G i. denotes the ith derived subgroup of
 .a group G, and g G is the ith member of its lower central series. Wheni
[ is used, it serves to define the left-hand side.
SECTION 1
A. Infinite Theory of Word Growth
 .Let G be an infinite, finitely generated f.g. group, with S a finite
 .generating set. Define the length function of G with respect to w.r.t. S as
l g [ minimal length of a word in the elements of S representing g . .S
Define the growth function of G w.r.t. S as
G <g n [ a g g G l g F n . 4 .  .S S
G .  .1The function g [ g n is said to have at least exponential growth ifS
G . nthere exist constants c ) 1 and K ) 0 so that g n G Kc for all n G 1.S
 .Otherwise, we say that g is subexponential. g grows at most polynomi-
G . dally if there exist constants d, A ) 0 so that g n F An for all n G 1.S
  .The minimal such d is called the degree of g see Theorems 1.11 iii and
1.5, where such a d can readily be seen to exist, being an integral function
.of the structure of the group G . A function that grows subexponentially
but is not of polynomial growth is said to have intermediate growth.
Two growth functions g and l are said to be equi¨ alent if there exist
 .  .  .  .constants P, Q so that l n F g Pn and g n F l Qn for all n G 1. The
following facts are easily verified:
 . i Two growth functions of G with respect to different generating
.sets are equivalent.
1 Note that for any f.g. group G, the word growth is at most exponential; this follows, since
for all g, h g G,
l gh F l g q l h « g n q m F g n ? g m for all n , m g N, .  .  .  .  .  .S S S
 .  .nand in particular, g n F g 1 .
 .1r n w xFurthermore, it can be seen that lim g n necessarily exists and is finite; see Mil1 .nª`
 .1r nThus g grows exponentially iff lim g n ) 1, and subexponentially iff for all « ) 0,nª`
 .  .nthere exists an N s.t. for all n ) N, g n - 1 q « .
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 . ii Equivalent functions have the same ``growth type'' namely,
.polynomial, intermediate, or exponential , and, in the case of polynomial
growth, they have the same degree.
 .iii Let H be a subgroup of G of finite index. Then H and G have
equivalent growth functions.
For a group theoretic property X , we say a group G is ``virtually-X ''
 .  .resp., ``X-by-finite'' if G has a resp., normal subgroup H of finite index
with property X .
 .  . w xTHEOREM 1.1 Milnor-Wolf . i Mil2-Wo A f. g. sol¨ able group of
subexponential growth is ¨irtually nilpotent.
 . w xii Wo A f. g. nilpotent group has a polynomial growth rate. Its
degree, d, is gi¨ en by the following result:
 . w xiii Ba-Wo Let G ha¨e nilpotency class c, let G s g ) g ) ??? )1 2
g ) g s 1 be its descending central series, and let r be the torsion freec cq1 i
 .rank of the abelian group g rg for i s 1, . . . , c. Then the growth functioni iq1
of G is equi¨ alent to a polynomial of degree d where
c
d s ir . i
is1
This immediately yields the following.
COROLLARY 1.2. A f. g. sol¨ able group G has either polynomial or
exponential growth, and the growth is polynomial if and only if G is ¨irtually
nilpotent.
However, the above result is false in general, for Grigorchuk has
constructed groups with intermediate growth.
w xTHEOREM 1.3 Gri1 . There exist two-generated torsion groups with growth
a b 1n nrates between 2 and 2 , where a s y « for any « ) 0, and b s2
log 31.32
However, we do have
COROLLARY 1.4. Let G be a f. g. linear group. Then G has either
polynomial or exponential growth, with polynomial growth if and only if G is
¨irtually nilpotent.
w xThis follows from the ``Tits alternative'' Ti applied to f.g. linear groups;
such groups either contain a noncyclic free group and hence have expo-
.nential growth , or they are virtually solvable, in which case Theorem 1.1
applies.
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The following celebrated result of Gromov characterizes all groups of
polynomial growth:
w xTHEOREM 1.5 Gro . A f. g. group has a polynomial growth rate if and
only if it is ¨irtually nilpotent.
B. Finite Word Growth
We study the asymptotic growth behavior of an infinite family of finite
groups, each generated by a uniformly bounded set of generators. This is
analogous to the infinite case, where, in general, finitely generated groups
are considered.
 .DEFINITIONS. Let G s G be a family of k-generated finite groups.i ig I
 .  .  .Let S s S be a family of respective generating sets for G s Gi ig I i ig I
< <with S F k for every i g I. By abuse of notation, we shall henceforth calli
such generating families ``bounded sized'' generating families.
Define the growth function of G w.r.t. S as
g G n s max g G i n for all n g N. .  . .S SiigI
Note that this definition makes sense, as S is a bounded sized generating
 G i ..family and so, for every n, max g n is attained. In this ``finite'' caseig I Si
G  .1r n 2also, it can be seen that lim g n exists and is finite, and so thenª` S
definitions for exponential, subexponential, and polynomial growth types
given above in A for a growth function of a group apply analogously here
to a growth function of a group family.
C. Finite Versus Infinite
The first remark to be made in this context is that in general, the growth
type of a growth function for a family G is generator dependent. Substan-
tiated by a theory that will be developed in the following sections, we shall
see, for example, that there exist families that grow at an intermediate
pace, and further, that any family G possessing a bounded sized generating
family S w.r.t. which it grows at an intermediate pace, possesses another
such family T w.r.t. that grows exponentially!
2 G i .  G i ..nThis is evident, since for every i, we have g n F g 1 . It therefore follows thatS Si i
 G i ..1r n G i .  G ..1r nlim g n F g 1 F k for all i, giving lim g n F k; whencenª ` S S nª ` Si i
 G ..1r n w x w xlim g n is finite if it exists. Furthermore, arguing as in Mil1 , if a s nrt q 1,nª` S
def
G G Gi w x.  .  .  .then, as in the infinite case see Mil1 , we have g n [ max g n , whence g n FS i S Si
 G i ..a .   G i ..a  G ..amax g t s max g t s g t , and the proof of the existence of the limit thusi S i S Si i
proceeds exactly as in the infinite case.
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This, in stark contrast to the infinite case, gives some indication of the
fact that some of the corresponding methods of proof, and even results,
might be different. We accordingly make the following definitions: Call a
 .group family G a totally exponential family resp., polynomial, intermediate
 .if G grows exponentially resp., polynomially, at an intermediate pace
 .w.r.t. e¨ery bounded sized generating family. If a family G is not of any of
the above types, we call it mixed. The remarks above show that there do
exist mixed families; by the same token, there are no totally intermediate
families!
In what follows, we study three central issues, namely:
 .1 Is there a group-theoretic structure characterizing each of the
above families?
And, in particular,
 .2 Do there exist classes of groups that cannot be mixed?
 .3 Which analogies or differences can be derived between the
infinite case and our case of an infinite family of finite groups?
In connection with the third question, we remark that there are strong
group-theoretic connections between residually finite groups on the one
whand, and their finite quotients on the other. See, for example, LM1, MS,
xSe1, Wi , where these connections have been exploited. Since the growth
behavior of infinite groups is quite well understood see the results
.summarized in Section 1.A , it therefore seems natural, given an infinite
group family of finite groups, to consider a finitely generated residually
finite group that is a subdirect product of members of the group family
under question, and to then invoke the structure of that infinite group.
Indeed, given a f.g. residually finite group G and finite generating set S,
 .consider the family G s G , consisting of all finite quotients of G,i ig I
 .with respective generating sets S s S , where, for each i, S is thei ig I i
epimorphic image of S under the mapping G ¸ G . Then it is easy to seei
that g G and g G represent the same function. However, if we considerS S
 .  .instead a subfamily H s G , T s S , where G is merely aj jg J : I j jg J : I
subdirect product of the family H, then on the face of it, we can only say
H  . G .that g n F g n for all n g N, and so this technique, although usefulT S
in some cases we will encounter, is not the key to solving all of the various
problems we suggest.
SECTION 2
In this section we partially address the first question posed above.
Specifically, we characterize totally polynomial families in terms of their
group structures, and show that no totally intermediate families exist.
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 .We introduce the following terminology: G, S grows exponentially
 .resp., polynomially, at intermediate pace will mean that G is a family of
 .groups that grows exponentially resp., polynomially, at intermediate pace
w.r.t. a generating family S .
A. Polynomial Growth
As remarked earlier, for families of finite groups, growth type is, in
general, generator dependent.
However, it turns out that a family G with a bounded sized generating
 .family S , so that G, S grows polynomially, is characterized by this
property.
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a k-generator family of finite groups. Then the
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 There exist constants c, l ) 0 such that e¨ery G g G has a nilpo-i
tent normal subgroup of nilpotency class at most c and index in G at most l.i
 .  .2 There exists a generating family S for G such that G, S grows
polynomially.
 .  .3 G, S grows polynomially for all bounded sized generating families
S for G.
 .Comments. Call families G satisfying property 1 nil c-by-index-l-
families. We thus see that totally polynomial families are precisely the nil
c-by-index-l families. This result is then analogous to Theorems 1.1 and
1.5, namely, infinite f.g. groups with polynomial growth are precisely the
nilpotent-by-finite ones.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall prove the implications 1 « 3 « 2
 .« 1 .
 .  .1 « 3 : This part of the proof is indeed amenable to treatment using
 .infinite group theory. For, let G s G be a family of finite groups thati ig I
is nil-c-by-index-l for some constants c and l. Consider any generating
 .family S s S for G, of bounded cardinality. We shall show thati ig I
 . < <G, S grows polynomially. Suppose that for all i, S F k. For every seti
S , number its elements x , . . . , x in a fixed order.i i1 i k
 :Now consider the free group F s F x , . . . , x of rank k; and, fork 1 k
every i, let g : F ¸ G denote the canonical epimorphism specified byi k i
mapping the generators x ¬ x for j s 1, . . . , k. Then the group G [j i j
F rF ker g is residually finite and finitely generated by elementsk ig I i
 4   4S s s , . . . , s the images of the free generators x , . . . , x under the1 k 1 k
.epimorphism F ¸ G . Furthermore, there exist canonical epimorphismsk
f : G ¸ G , so that, for all i, we have s ¬ x j s 1, . . . , k.i i j i j
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Set K [ ker f ; then F K s 1, and G , GrK for each i g I. Ini i ig I i i i
other words, G is a subdirect product of groups G g G, with S mappingi
 .onto S for each i g I. We call the pair G, S thus constructed a co¨er fori
 .the family G, S .
For each i, let H be the specified nilpotent normal subgroup of G ofi i
nilpotency class at most c and index in G at most l.i
y1 .Then we note that the subgroup H [ F f H of G is nilpotent ofi i i
 .class c, and of finite index a function of l and k in G.
 .  .Now the results of Bass and Wolf Theorem 1.1 show that G, S has
G . dpolynomial growth, say g n F Kn for some K and d; it is then clearS
G i . d G  . d  .that for every i g I, g n F Kn , so g n F Kn and G, S growsS Si
polynomially.
 .  .2 « 1 : This implication follows from the following corollary to Gro-
 w xmov's theorem. See Gro , Effective Version of the Main Theorem, pp.
.71]72 : ``For any positive integers d and k, there exist positive integers R,
N, and q with the following properties: If a group G with a fixed system of
G . dgenerators satisfies the inequality g n F kn , for n s 1, 2, . . . , R, then GS
contains a nilpotent subgroup of index at most q whose nilpotency class is
at most N.''
 .  .The proof is now complete, for we clearly have 3 « 2 .
 .  .  .Notes. 1 The implications 1 « 3 can also be proved directly by
 w x.using commutator collection see AB , where it is shown that a nilpotent
 . 2 k c.cgroup of class c and generating set S of size k has g n F n for nS
large enough.
 .2 Whereas finite nil-c-by-index-l families are totally polynomial
 .families, the following example due to Prof. A. Mann shows that the
degree of the polynomial growth of such families is actually generator
dependent; thus we have a departure from the infinite case.
 .Indeed, consider the family G [ G of cyclic groups of ordersi ig I
 .respectively p ? q , where p and q are coprime and of the same order ofi i i i
 .magnitude say q s p q 1 . Then with respect to a one element generat-i i
ing family, the growth is linear, whereas with respect to the family
 4.x , y , where x is of order p and y of order q , the elements of thei i ig I i i i i
l m < < < <  4group expressible as x y for l - p r2, m - q r2 have x , y -length ati i i i i i
 .most p q q r2 and number approximately p q . We thus obtain quadratici i i i
growth. Furthermore, by choosing more factors, one can similarly exhibit
families of cyclic groups with degrees of growth as large as we please.
 . 3 In the same vein, whereas the Bass]Wolf formula Theorem
 .. G1.1 iii shows that g is bounded from above and below by a polynomialS
of integral degree d, it is unknown whether the growth function g G for aS
nil-c-by-index-l family is bounded below by a fixed function of n for all n,
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at all, or even whether the minimal exponent d for a function Knd is such
d G  .that Kn G g n is even integral.S
B. Intermediate Growth
 .PROPOSITION 2.2 cf. Theorem 1.3 . There exist families of finite groups
with generating families of intermediate growth.
Proof. The examples we will cite are even p-groups. We make use of
Grigorchuk's constructions. Let G be an infinite f.g. torsion group of
w xintermediate growth of the type constructed by Grigorchuk in Gri1 . G is a
residually finite p group.
 .Let G s G be the family consisting of all of the finite quotients of G,i
 .and let S s S be the generating family consisting of the respectivei ig I
images in G of a finite generating set S for G. Then, as remarked earlier,i
G G  .g s g , and so the intermediate growth of G, S follows from that ofS S
G.
Furthermore, the fact that G is a p group implies that G is a family of p
groups. Thus we have in fact found a nilpotent family of intermediate
growth! Needless to say, though, the nilpotency classes of members of such
a family are unbounded.
We now show that there are no totally intermediate families.
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a group family such that G, S grows
subexponentially for all bounded sized generating sets, S . Then G is
nil-c-by-index-l.
w xThe proof is a straightforward application of a result of Shalev Sh1 ,
w xand Zelmanov's solution to the restricted Burnside problem Z , both of
whose proofs implicitly apply the classification of finite simple groups.
 w x.First we give some definitions see Sh1 .
< m <Let G be a group, and S : G a subset of G. Let S denote the
number of distinct words of S-length exactly m in G. We say that G is
 . < n < nn, k -collapsing if, for any set S of k elements in G, we have S - k .
 .  .We call G n-collapsing if it is n, n collapsing. Note that if G is n, k -col-
 .  .lapsing for some pair n, k , then G is n9, k9 collapsing for any n9 G n, k9
G k.
 w x.We use the following result of Shalev see Sh1, Theorem B : ``There
exist functions f , g such that every finite group G which is n-collapsing
possesses a nilpotent, normal subgroup N satisfying
 .  .  .i exp GrN divides f n and
 .  .ii every d-generated subgroup of N has class at most g n, d .''
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 .Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let G s G be a group family satisfyingi ig I
the hypotheses of the proposition. We will show that there exists an
N g N so that every G g G is N-collapsing. Since G is boundedlyi
generated, an application of Zelmanov's positive solution to the restricted
w xBurnside problem Z to Shalev's theorem above yields the desired result.
Suppose, to the contrary, that there is no such N. Then there exists a
 .  4sequence n ª `, a subfamily G of G and pairs x , y g G ,i i jg J : I i j i j i jj j
< 4ni j < ni jsuch that x , y s 2 in G for each i g J : I.i j i i jj j
 .Now choose a bounded sized generating family S s S with thei ig I
 4 G  .property that, for each i g J, S > x , y . But then we have g n Gj i j i i S ij j jG i  . < 4ni < ni  .j j jg n G x , y s 2 ; and G, S grows exponentially, contrary toS i i ii j j jj  .hypothesis. We thus conclude that the family G s G is indeedi ig I
N-collapsing for some N g N, and, in view of the comments above, the
proof is complete.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let S be a generating family for a group family G such
 . that G, S grows subexponentially. Then either G is nil-c-by-index-l and
.then G is a totally polynomial family , or else there exists a generating family T
 .  .such that G, T grows exponentially and then G is a mixed family .
COROLLARY 2.5. Any group family G that is boundedly generated has
 .  .either 1 a bounded sized generating family S such that G, S grows
 .  .polynomially or 2 a bounded sized generating family S such that G, S
 .grows exponentially, and case 1 occurs iff G is nil-c-by-index-l for some c
and l.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.3.
Note that Corollary 2.5 gives us a weak dichotomy for growth types of
finite groups that does not exist in general for infinite groups.
However, in view of the fact that growth type is generator dependent in
general, Corollary 2.5 is not a satisfactory characterization for our pur-
poses, and we seek sharper results where possible.
SECTION 3
In this section we show that certain classes of group families cannot be
``mixed,'' thus giving some answers to question 2.
A. Sol¨ able Groups
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let G s G be a k-generator family of finite sol¨ ablei
groups, with uniformly bounded deri¨ ed length. Then G is a totally polyno-
mial family, or a totally exponential family, polynomial iff G is nil-c-by-in-
dex-l for some c and l.
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 .Comments. 1 Theorem 3.1 is analogous to Corollary 1.2, namely, an
infinite f.g. solvable group has polynomial or exponential growth, polyno-
mial iff it is virtually nilpotent.
 .2 We stress that we cannot improve the result by relinquishing the
 .bound on the derived length, as the family G, S constructed in the proof
 .in Proposition 2.2 is solvable even nilpotent and is of intermediate
growth.
 .Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let G s G be a family of finite solvablei ig I
groups of derived lengths at most d. If G is not a totally exponential
 .family, then G has a bounded sized generating family S such that G, S
grows subexponentially. We shall prove that in that case, G is nil c-by-
index-l, and accordingly, Theorem 2.1 will show that G is a totally
polynomial family. The breakdown of the proof is similar to that of the
infinite case.
 .PROPOSITION A. Let G, S be a family of finite sol¨ able groups of
deri¨ ed lengths at most d, with S a bounded sized generating family, such that
 .  .  .G, S grows subexponentially. Then any co¨er G, S for the family G, S
is a polycyclic group.
 .Note. 1 The concept of cover was defined in the proof of Theorem
2.1 in Section 2.
 .2 We cannot invoke Wolf and Milnor's results directly here, for,
although G has group structure similar to that of G, G does not constitute
a complete set of finite quotients for G, so we cannot conclude that G
 .grows subexponentially from the fact that G, S does.
 .  .  .Proof of Proposition A. Let G s G , S s S , so that G, Si ig I i ig I
grows subexponentially. We proceed by induction on d, and keep the
notation introduced in previous sections. The case d s 1 is the case in
which G is abelian and f.g. Such a group is clearly polycyclic. Suppose,
inductively, that the result is true for d y 1, and consider the family
 dy1. .  dy1..GrG K isomorphic to the family H s G rG of derivedi ig I i i ig I
 .  .length d y 1 , with generating family T s T , where, for each i, T isi ig I i
the image of S under the epimorphism G ¸ G rGdy1.. Denoting by Ti i i i
the image of S under the epimorphism G ª GrF Gdy1.K , we see thati i
 dy1. .  .GrF G K , T is a cover for the family H, T . Furthermore, it is easyi i
 . to see that H, T grows subexponentially with growth type at most that of
 ..  .G, S , and so the induction hypothesis applied to H, T implies that
GrF Gdy1.K is a polycyclic group.i i
Furthermore, note that A [ F Gdy1.K is an abelian group. By ai i
 w x.theorem of P. Hall see, for example, Ro, 15.3.1 , f.g. abelian by polycyclic
groups satisfy the maximum condition for normal subgroups. Since AeG,
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it follows that there exist a finite number of elements a , . . . , a g G, so1 n
 :Gthat A s a , . . . , a . We claim further that A is finitely generated as a1 n
group. In view of the fact that finitely generated abelian groups are
polycyclic, and polycyclicity is extension closed, this will complete the proof
of Proposition A.
 :G  :G  :G  :G:Indeed, we have A s a ??? a s a , a , . . . , a . So it is1 n 1 2 n
 :Gsufficient to show that for any a , i s 1, . . . , n, the group a is finitelyi i
generated.
GrA is polycyclic, and so is a product of a finite number of cyclic groups,
 :  :say GrA s c ??? c A.1 r
 :G  y1 <Since A is abelian, we have for any a g A that a s t at tA is a
 . :left coset representative of A in G . So we need only show that for
 c i1c i2 c i3 . . . cri r < :1 2 3a g A, the group a i g Z, j s 1, . . . , r is f.g. To this end, wej
interrupt the proof of Proposition A to state and prove Lemma B, which
we will subsequently invoke.
 .  .LEMMA B. Let G, S be a co¨er for a family G, S of subexponential
growth. Suppose that AeG is an abelian subgroup of G; let a g A, and
 .v g G. Then there exists a monic polynomial f x with constant term "1
 . f w . dependent on a and w , such that w satisfies the equation a s 1. In
 : w :xadditi¨ e notation, considering a as Z w module, this means that there
 .  .exists a monic polynomial f x with constant term "1, such that f w g
 :. .Ann a .
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that w has infinite
 . n  .order modulo A , for otherwise w g A for some n, and then f x s
n  :x y 1 is such a polynomial. Consider the subgroup a, w of G. Set
  .  ..  .L s max l a , l w . If, for i g I, a resp., w denotes the image of aS S i i
 .   .resp., w under the epimorphism G ¸ G , then we clearly have max l a ,i S ii
 ..  :l w F L for all i g I. It follows that, for each subgroup a , w of a ,S i i i ii
we have
g ai , w i: n F g G i Ln . 1 .  .  .a , w 4 Si i i
 .Now G, S grows subexponentially; thus there exists an n such that for0
every i g I, and for every n G n ,0
nG 1r2 Lig n - 2 . 2 .  .  .Si
 .  .1 and 2 imply that
g ai , w i: 2n F g G i 2 Ln - 2 n for all n G n and for all i g I. 3 .  .  .a , w 4 S 0i i i
w xFollowing general ideas developed by Milnor Mil2 , consider, in G , wordsi
of the form
« 0 «1 « ny 1  4a w a w ??? a w with « g 0, 1 for j s 0, . . . , n y 1. 4 .i i i i i i j
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n  .There are 2 possibilities for words of the form 4 , and each such word
 4  .is of a , w -length at most 2n. Inequality 3 above implies that if n G n ,i i 0
they cannot all be distinct.
 .Let n s n , and rewrite 4 in the form0
« « «1 2 ny1« y1 2 y2 ny1. yny1. n0a w a w w a w ??? w a w ? w 49 . .  .  .i i i i i i i i i i i
or
a« 0q« 1w i
y1q« 2w iy2q . . .« ny 1w iy ny1. ? w n ,i i
where « are as above, and ag
n
denotes gynag n for n g Z, g g G. Now, ifj
two such words coincide in G , we havei
a« 0q« 1w i
y1q« 2w iy2q . . . « ny 1w iy ny1. ? w n s a f 0qf 1w iy1q . . . f ny 1w iy ny1. ? w ni i i i
for sets
 4« , f g 0, 1 , j s 1, . . . , n y 1j j
Canceling, rearranging, and multiplying throughout by w ny1. gives a
 .monic polynomial f x of degree less than n with coefficients 0, 1, orn 0
fn w i. fn w .  .  . 2 ?3 n0y2  .y1, so that a ' 1; then a ' 1 mod K . Set f x [  f x ,i i ns1 n
where the product is taken over all 2 ? 3n0y2 possible monic polynomials of
degrees less than n in x and with coefficients 0, 1, y1. We claim that0
 .  .f x has the required properties. For f x is clearly monic and has
 .constant term "1, factors of f x commute with each other in their action
 .on a, and, by the discussion above, at least one f w annihilates a modulon
f w .  . f w .K , for each K , whence a ' 1 mod K for all i, or a s 1, asi i i
F K s 1.ig I i
This completes the proof of Lemma B.
Returning to the proof of Proposition A, consider the subgroup of G
generated by a and c , for a g A, c g G. Lemma B implies that there1 1
 . f c1.exists a monic polynomial f x of degree m , say, such that a s 1, with1
 .f 0 s "1. Rearranging, this gives
a am y1 m y2m m y1 m y2 a1 11 1 1 1c c c c a1 1 1 1 0a s a a ??? a a . .  .
with a g Z for 0 F i F m y 1, and a s "1. 5 .i 1 0
 .  .Conjugating 5 by c and substituting 5 in the resultant expression gives1
c1
m1q1  c1 c1m1y14  .a as a word in the elements a, a , . . . , a ) .
Conjugating successively by c gives inductively that for all i ) 0,1
c1
i  .elements of the form a can be written as words in the elements ) .
 . yiSimilarly, successively conjugating 5 by c i s 1, . . . , and rearranging1
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yi  .shows that all powers c i ) 0 can be expressed as words in the
 .  c1i < :  c1 c m1y1:elements ) . Thus a s a, a , . . . , a is finitely generated.ig Z
At the next stage, note that
 c1i1c i2 < :  c2i c1c2i c1m1y1c2i < :  c1i1c i2 < :2 2a s a , a , . . . , a s a ,i , i g Z ig Z i g Z i s0, . . . m y11 2 2 1 1
the first equality following from the discussion above. So, applying Lemma
 c1i 4  c1i c i2 < :2B to each of the m pairs a , c gives that each a isi g Z1 2 is0, . . . m y1 21
 c1i1, c i2 < :2f.g., and, accordingly, so is a . Since there are a finite numberi , i g Z1 2
 :of cyclic factors, this process, applied inductively to all of the factors c ,i
 :Gterminates, giving that A s a ??? a is finitely generated, as claimed,1 r
and G is a polycyclic group.
Passing to the family of quotients, we obtain the following.
 .COROLLARY. If G s G is a family of soluble groups of deri¨ ed length di
 .with a bounded sized generating family S , such that G, S grows subexpo-
nentially, then each G is polycyclic of polycyclic length at most l for somei
 .constant l s l G .
Reduction to Metabelian Groups
Suppose we know that Theorem 3.1 is true for metabelian groups. We
 .wish to show that this implies the result in general. Indeed, let G s Gi ig I
be a family of solvable groups of bounded derived lengths, with S a
 .bounded sized generating family so that G, S grows subexponentially. So
G , GrK , with F K s 1 for all i.i i ig I i
 .  .Let G, S be a cover for G, S . Thus F K s 1 for all i. Sinceig I i
 wpolycyclic groups are virtually nilpotent by abelian see, for example Ro
x.15.1.6 , G has a subgroup H of finite index so that H9 is nilpotent. H is
 .  .f.g. by a generating set T , say. Set H s H , T s T , where Hi ig I i ig I i
 .  .  .resp., T is the image of H resp., T in the quotient G . Note that H, Ti i
 . H i . G i .grows subexponentially, for, if L s max l t , then g n F g Ln .t g T S T Si i
So we may as well replace G by H, and prove that H is virtually nilpotent.
 .  .So without loss of generality, G, S is a cover for G, S , and G9 is
nilpotent, say, of class b.
Set D s F G0 K , and consider the metabelian quotient group GrD,ig I i
 < 4   ..with generators sD s g S . Then GrD, S mod D is a cover for the
 .  Y .  metabelian family K, T , where K s G rG and T s S modi i ig I i
Y ..  .G . Moreover, K, T grows subexponentially as it is a family ofi ig I
 .quotients of G, S .
Applying Theorem 3.1 for metabelian groups provides the existence of
constants c and l, so that each G rGY has a nilpotent subgroup NrGY ofi i i i
index in G rGY at most l and of nilpotency class at most c. Without loss ofi i
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 .generality since G are all k-generated , we may assume N to be normali i
in G . Furthermore, GX is nilpotent of class at most b, so, by Fitting'si i
 w x. X Ytheorem see, for example, Ro 5.2.8 , N G rG is a nilpotent normali i i
subgroup of G rGY of index at most l and nilpotency class at most b q c.i i
 w x.Now a theorem of P. Hall see, for example, Ro, Section 5.2.10 implies
 . Xthat there exists a function f s f c, b such that each N G is nilpotent ofi i
class at most f , and of index in G at most l. The reduction to metabeliani
groups is now complete.
Thus, to deduce Theorem 3.1, all that now remains for us to prove is the
following:
 .PROPOSITION C. Let G, S be a metabelian polycyclic co¨er for a
 .  .metabelian family G, S with G, S of subexponential growth. Then G is
¨irtually nilpotent.
w xProof. We adapt the method employed in Bass's proof Ba that subex-
ponential polycyclic groups are virtually nilpotent.
 .We proceed by induction on G [ hr G , the Hirsch rank of G. If r s 0,
then G is finite and the result is clear. Similarly, if r s 1, then G is either
cyclic by finite or finite by cyclic, and since finite by cyclic groups are cyclic
by finite, the result follows.
Assume the result for r y 1, and let G be a group of Hirsch rank r.
 w x.Then see Se2, Chap. 1, Proposition 2 there exists a subnormal series
1 s H e H e ??? e H e H s G ,0 1 r rq1
so that, for 1 F i F r, H e H , H rH is infinite cyclic, and GrH isiy1 i i iy1 r
finite. By earlier reasoning, we may replace G by H and prove that it isr
virtually nilpotent.
Note additionally that H [ H is a finitely generated group, sayry1
 :  .  .H s T for a finite set T. Then H, T is a cover for the family H, T ,
where, for each i, H is the image of H in G , T is the image of T in G ,i i i i
 .  .  .H [ H , and T [ T . Furthermore, H, T grows subexponen-i ig I i ig I
 .tially, and hr H s r y 1. Thus the induction hypothesis applied to H
implies that H has a normal nilpotent subgroup N of finite index with
nilpotency class, say, c. Replacing N by F N g, this group is still ofg g G
finite index in H and is normal in G. Let t g G map onto a generator of
<  : < < < <the infinite cyclic group GrH. Since G : N t F H : N - `, we may
 :further assume that G s N ? t . Consider the G-invariant series
) 1 s g N - g N ??? - g N - g G - g N s N. .  .  .  .  .  .cq1 c 2 2 1
 .For each g [ g N , let T rg be the torsion subgroup of g rg .i i iq1 iq1 i iq1
 .Refine ) in the following manner. First, insert all subgroups T ,iq1
 .i s 1, . . . , c, and denote the resulting series by N , . . . . Then succes-i is1
 .sively refine the series N , . . . by inserting G-invariant subgroups L ,i is1 i
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so that, for every introduction N - L - N , L is of infinite index in N .jq1 i j i j
Note that this process must terminate, since for every introduction of such
an additional G-invariant subgroup L , we increase the number of infinitei
factors in the series, whose number, in turn, cannot exceed r y 1. We thus
reach a stage where the resulting G-invariant series
 :) ) 1 s N - N - ??? - N s N - N t s G .  . ¨ ¨y1 1
has either finite factors or infinite factors N rN , which are torsion freej jq1
w xand rationally irreducible as Z G modules. Thus if M [ N rN m Q,j j jq1 Z
w xthen M is either zero or irreducible as Q G module, for every j. Notej
 . .that N acts trivially on every factor N rN j s 1 ??? ¨ y 1 of ) ) .j jq1
 .In what follows, we shall show that as in Bass's proof there exists a
power s of t such that t s centralizes every factor N rN . This willj jq1
 s:complete the proof, as it will then follow that N ? t is a nilpotent
 .subgroup of finite index in G. We set N [ g G and examine threek 2
possible types of factors N rN :j jq1
 . sja N rN is finite. In this case we clearly have t centralizesj jq1
N rN for some power s .j jq1 j
Thus, without loss of generality, N rN is infinite. Denote the generatorj jq1
w xof N rN as Q G module by x N .j jq1 j jq1
 . w x w xb j - k: Then t acts tri¨ ially on N rN as x , t ; N , G ;j jq1 j j
 .g G s N F N .2 k jq1
 .c j G k: In this case, x g N : N s G9, an abelian normal sub-j j k
 .group of G. We may thus invoke Lemma B on the group G, S , the abelian
normal subgroup G9, and the pair x g G9, t g G, to conclude that therej
 .  . f  t .  .exists a monic polynomial f x g Z x so that x s 1. A fortiori, f tj
acts trivially on N rN . Denoting by a the automorphism of N rN mj jq1 j jq1 Z
Q induced by t, the irreducibility of the module N rN m Q yields thatj jq1 Z
 .  . w x  .f a ' 0 g End N rN m Q , and further, that Q a is a field, Q a .j jq1
 .  .  .Q a is a finite field extension of Q, of degree F deg f a , and so Q a
 .embeds into C. The fact that f a s 0 implies that a is an algebraic
integer. We claim, as in Bass's proof, that a is a root of unity, or, in other
words, that there exists an integer s so that T sj centralizes N rN . For,j j jq1
assuming to the contrary, that a is not a root of unity, we can find a
conjugate b of a in C of absolute value different from 1. Now embed
 . < <Q a into C according to the embedding a ¬ b. Since b / 1, we can
< m < < < m  m4find an integer m so that b s b ) 2. Now x , t also satisfies thej
conditions of Lemma B, so replace b m by b , whence t m by t. Now
 .  .examine the corresponding polynomial f x such that f b s 0 g C. We
 .  .have seen see the proof of Lemma B that f x is a product of monic
  .42 ?3 ny 1  .polynomials f x , where each f x is monic and has coefficientsj js1 j
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 . 2 ?3 ny 1  .  .0, 1, or y1. Thus f b s  f b s 0 m f b s 0 for at leastjs1 j j
 . n ny1 ny2one j. But if f x s x q « x q « x q ??? « x q « withj ny1 ny2 1 0
 4« g 0, 1, y1 , theni is1, . . . , n
f b s 0 m b n s y « b ny1 q ??? « b q « .  .j ny1 1 0
< < nb y 1n ny1< < < < < <m b F b q ??? b q 1 s
< <b y 1
< < n < <- b y 1 as b ) 2.
This contradiction proves the assertion that a is a root of unity. Thus, in
this case too, there exists an s so that t sj centralizes N rN . Now setj j jq1
¨y1  :s [  s . Then N t is a nilpotent subgroup of finite index in G, andjs1 j
Proposition C has been proved.
With this, we have completed Theorem 3.1 and thus the first result of
this section, namely, that solvable families of finite groups of bounded
derived lengths cannot be mixed families.
B. Groups of Bounded Rank
We start with a definition.
DEFINITION. For a finite group G, define the rank of G denoted by
 ..  .   . < 4  .rk G as rk G [ max d H H is a subgroup of G , where d H is the
minimal number of generators for the group H.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let G s G be a k-generator family of finite groupsi ig I
of uniformly bounded rank. Then G is either a totally polynomial or a totally
exponential family, polynomial if and only if G is nil-c-by-index-l for some
constants c and l.
 .Comments. 1 Finite versus infinite. We can view Theorem 3.2 as an
analogy to either of the following results A or B:
 .A A f.g. infinite residually finite group of finite rank has polyno-
mial or exponential growth, polynomial iff it is virtually nilpotent. This
 .follows from a result of LM1 : A f.g. residually finite group of finite rank
.is virtually solvable.
 .B A f.g. infinite residually finite group of finite upper rank has
polynomial or exponential growth, polynomial iff it is virtually nilpotent.
 w xThis, in turn, follows from a result of MS : A f.g. residually finite group of
.finite upper rank is virtually soluble minimax.
  .   . <Recall that the upper rank of a group G is defined as ur G [ sup rk G G
4 .is a finite quotient of G .
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On the other hand, since it is clear that groups like those in Theorem
3.2 are not in general soluble, we can view Theorem 3.2 as a strengthening
 .of B above.
 .2 The bound on the ranks cannot be relinquished, as Grigorchuk's
examples show. For it is not difficult to see that they are not residually of
 w x .bounded rank see, for example, Se3 to deduce this .
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We prove this theorem in two parts.
 .LEMMA D. Let G s G be a family of finite groups. Suppose therei ig N
 .exists a constant r ) 0 so that rk G F r for all i g I, and a bounded sizedi
 .  .family of generators S s S such that G, S grows subexponentially.i ig I
 .Then there exists a function g [ g r so that e¨ery G g G has a solublei
subgroup H of index in G at most g.i i
Proof. We first describe the structure of finite groups of bounded rank
 . due to Shalev subject to the classification of finite simple groups see
w x.Sh2, Proposition 3.6 and prove a general claim.
``Let G be a finite group of rank r. Then there exists a chain
1eG eG eG of characteristic subgroups of G such that2 1
 . < <1 GrG is r-bounded.1
 .2 G rG , S = ??? = S , where 0 F k F r, and for 1 F i F k, S1 2 1 k i
 ei.s X p is a simple group of Lie type such that n , e are r-bounded, sayn i i ii
 .n , e F f r for all 1 F i F k.i i
 .3 G is solvable.''2
< <Claim. Let H be a subgroup of a group G with G: H s l, and let S
be a generating set for G. Then there exists a transversal to H in G, all of
whose elements have S-length at most l.
Proof. Choose, for each coset, a representative with minimal S-length
in that coset. Then each representative will necessarily have S-length at
most l. For suppose the minimal representative g for a given coset has the
form
g s x ??? x for k ) l.1 k
 . < <Denoting by p j s x , . . . , x , 1 F i F k, since G: H F l, there must exist1 j
 .  .1 F r, s F k for which p r and p r q s belong to the same coset. But
this implies that the product x ??? x g H, or that g could have beenrq1 rqs
replaced by the shorter product x ??? x x ??? x , in contradiction to1 r rqsq1 k
the minimality of k.
Accordingly, for all i, denote by G the subgroup of G of r-bounded1 i i
index described above, and let G be the solvable radical of G . Choose a2 i i
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 w x.set T of Schreier generators see Hall M, p. 88 for G with respect toi 1 i
S , in the following manner. Recall that a Schreier generator is a memberi
of the set S R Sy1 l G , where R is a transversal to G in G . Sincei i i 1 i i 1 i i
< <G rG is r-bounded, choosing R in the manner described in the proof ofi 1 i i
the above claim will ensure that the Schreier generators thus obtained are
 .all of r-bounded S -length. Consequently, this implies that G growsi 1 i ig I
 .subexponentially w.r.t. T .i ig I
 .  .Thus we may replace the family G by the family G . Further-i ig I 1 i ig I
more, since subexponentiality is preserved when passing to quotients by
taking as generators the respective images of S g S under the epimor-i
.phisms , and seeing as we wish to prove G have solvable subgroups ofi
r-bounded index, we may assume that G s 1 for all i g I. Thus, without2 i
 .loss of generality, G s G is a family of semisimple groups of thei ig I
 .form 2 above.
Since subexponentiality is preserved when passing to quotients, we may
 .further assume that G s G is a family of simple groups of Lie type,i ig I
 .each member of which has Chevalley rank F f r , possessing a bounded
 .  .sized family of generators S [ S , so that G, S grows subexponen-i ig I
 .tially. Now as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 pick any finitely generated
 .  .cover G, S for G, S . Thus G is a subdirect product of linear groups of
 . wdimensions at most f r . It follows from a result of Wilson Wi, Section
x4.2 that G satisfies the Tits alternative. We claim that G has no noncyclic
free subgroup.
 .For, assume to the contrary, that a , b , F is a free subgroup of G of2
  .  ..rank 2. Set L [ max l a , l b . Then if, for i g I, a , b are the respec-s s i i
a i, b i: . G i .tive images of a , b in G , we have g n F g Ln , and so, as in thei a , b 4 Si i i
proof of Lemma B, we see that there exists an N such that for every G ,i
there are fewer than 2 N distinct words of the form
« 0 «1 «Ny 1  4a b a b ??? a b with « g 0, 1 i s 0, . . . , N y 1.i i i i i i j
N « 0 «1 « 2 «Ny 1  4Listing all 2 words of the form a ba ba b ??? a , b , « g 0, 1 asj
w , . . . , w N in some fixed order, set w [ w wy1 for 1 F l - m F 2 N.1 2 lm l m
 Ny1 N ..Now form w, the left normed commutator of all 2 2 y 1 words of
the form w in some prescribed order. Then w is a nontrivial word.lm
Moreover, G is a subdirect product of the groups G , and from the above iti
 .follows that for every G we have w a , b s 1 for at least one word w .i lm i i l, m
 .Consequently, we have w a , b ' 1, and obtain a contradiction to the
 :freeness of a , b . Thus, Wilson's result implies that G is virtually
solvable. But if H is a solvable normal subgroup of finite index in G, then
by the simplicity of each G , we obtain that H has a trivial image in eachi
< < < <G . Thus for all i, G F GrH is bounded; and, since every semisimplei i
 .section has by Shalev's theorem at most r factors, we have completed the
proof of Lemma D.
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Now replace the family G in Theorem 3.2 by a family of finite soluble
groups of r-bounded ranks. Our aim is to be able to invoke Theorem 3.1.
However, since we as yet know nothing about the derived lengths of these
groups, we must first show the following.
 .PROPOSITION E. Let G s G be a family of finite soluble groups ofi ig I
bounded rank r, with S a bounded sized family of generating sets so that
 .G, S grows subexponentially. Then there exists a constant d such that e¨ery
group G has a deri¨ ed length of at most d.i
 .Proof. We need the following result due to D. Segal .
w xTHEOREM Se3 . ``Let G be a finitely generated group, and suppose that G
is residually finite-soluble-of-bounded-rank. Then G has a nilpotent normal
subgroup Q such that GrQ is a subdirect product of finitely many linear
groups o¨er fields.''
 .  .Now construct G, S , a cover for the family G, S . Then G satisfies the
hypotheses of Segal's theorem, and hence its conclusions. Accordingly, let
Q be the nilpotent normal subgroup of G such that GrQ is a subdirect
product of finitely many linear groups over fields. Then GrQ satisfies Tits'
alternative. It thus follows that GrQ must be virtually soluble, for if GrQ
were to contain a noncyclic free subgroup, then so would G, and this is
impossible, by reasoning similar to that in Lemma D. We conclude,
therefore, that G is virtually soluble, and, by surjection, each soluble
quotient G has a soluble subgroup of bounded derived length of boundedi
index in G , and thus each G in turn has bounded derived length.i i
Finally, Lemma D and Proposition E enable us to deduce that a family
 .G with a bounded sized generating family S such that G, S grows
subexponentially, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, in fact satisfies
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and so is a totally polynomial family. Thus
Theorem 3.2 has been proved.
We now mention some corollaries that follow from the previous two
theorems and their proofs:
COROLLARY 3.3. Any family of finite groups, which, when ¨iewed as
linear groups, ha¨e bounded dimension, is either a totally polynomial family,
or a totally exponential family.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be a f. g. linear group. Then any family G of finite
quotients for G such that G is a subdirect product of members of G is either a
totally polynomial or a totally exponential family, and is totally polynomial
iff G is ¨irtually nilpotent.
This motivates us to ask the following question: In Corollaries 3.3 and
3.4, and indeed in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we see examples of families of
finite groups that have growth types the same as any infinite f.g. group that
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``covers'' it. We ask whether or not this is true for all families of finite
groups. In particular, does there exist a family of finite groups with a
bounded sized generating family of subexponential type, with a f.g. cover of
exponential growth?
SECTION 4. SOME PARTIAL RESULTS AND OPEN
QUESTIONS
In Section 2 we characterized totally polynomial families, and showed
that totally intermediate families do not exist. Regarding totally exponen-
tial families, although results from Section 3 provide some sufficient
conditions, it would be helpful to have some more precise information in
this direction.
Accordingly, we discuss some related conjectures, and give partial re-
sults where possible.
Conjecture 1. Every family of finite nonabelian simple groups is a
totally exponential family.
 .We have seen see Section 3, Corollary 3.3 that Conjecture 1 is true for
nonabelian simple groups of bounded Chevalley rank.
It would be interesting to be able to tackle the general case.
 .Although we know see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.5 of Section 2
that any family of finite nonabelian simple groups has an exponential
generating family, we mention the following result mainly for any possible
applications it may have.
DEFINITION. Let C be a subset of S , the symmetric group of degree n.n
 .   . 4Define the support of C, Supp C [ a x : 's g C : s x / x .
 . PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G s G be a family of perfect so, fori ig I
.example, simple transiti¨ e permutation groups of degrees n , n g N. Supposei i
 .T [ T is a family of respecti¨ e generating sets for G with the followingi ig I
  4.  .property: There exist elements t g T , such that supp T _ t s o n . Theni i i i i
 .G, T grows exponentially.
 .Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that G, T grows subexponentially.
 :   4:G iSince T s G , the perfectness of G implies that G s T _ t si i i i i i
 t j < jg Z :   4:G iix , for otherwise the quotient G r T _ t would be properx g T _t 4i i i ii i i
and abelian. Now, applying techniques similar to those in Lemma B, we
conclude that there exists a natural number k such that, for all i,
 :  t i j <  4: <  . <G s V , where V [ x x g T _ t . Now Supp V Fi i i i i i, < j < F k i
<   4. <  4k Supp T _ t , this since each conjugation of an element in T _ t ofi i i i
support s say, by t , introduces at most another s elements into thei
support of V .i
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<  . < <   4. <  .We thus obtain that Supp V F k Supp T _ t s o n , contradictingi i i i
the fact that this set generates G .i
 .EXAMPLE. Let G s S the family of symmetric groups of degreesn ng N
 .n. Although G is not perfect, we see that if T s T , where T sn ng N n
 .  .4  .:Sn12 , 1, 2, . . . , n , then indeed 12 s S , and so we may conclude thatn
 .G, T has exponential growth.
At this point we mention briefly some connections between growth of
finite groups and diameter of Cayley graphs of finite groups both with
.respect to specified generating sets , on which considerable research has
 w x .been done see BHKLS for a survey article, and the references therein .
First some definitions:
Let G be a finite group, and let S be a generating set for G. The Cayley
 .graph X G, S of G with respect to S is the graph whose vertices
correspond to elements in G, and two vertices representing g and h are
adjacent iff g s hs for some s g S. The diameter, d, of a graph is the
maximum length of the shortest path between any two vertices in the
G   ..graph. Thus it is easily checked that we have d s max l g , whereS g g G s
G  . G . < <d denotes the diameter of X G, S , whence g d s G .S S
Note that for counting reasons, the diameter is at least logarithmic as a
G < < < <function of the order of the group d G log G rlog S . Thus we sayS
 . G  < <.X G, S has logarithmic diameter, if d is O log G . On the other hand,S
 . G  < <1r c.X G, S is said to have polynomial diameter if d is V G for someS
constant c.
 .Analogously, a family X G, S of Cayley graphs has logarithmic diame-
G < <ter if there exists a constant K ) 0 with d F K log G for all membersS
 .X G, S ; similarly, a family has polynomial diameter if there exist con-
G < <1r c  .stants K, c ) 0 with d G K G for all members X G, S .S
Thus, among the growth types to be analyzed, two particular characteri-
zations can be sought that are similar to our goals in this article: namely,
characterizing groups with logarithmic diameter, on the one hand, and
those with polynomial diameter on the other.
It was initially suspected that a family of groups of polynomial diameter
was synonymous with a nil-c-by-index-l family for some c and l, and
accordingly that groups of logarithmic diameter represented those of
exponential growth. The following discussion indicates, however, that these
concepts, although indeed connected, are not entirely equivalent.
First, we have
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let G s G be a nil-c-by-index-l family of finite groups,i ig I
 .and let S s S be any bounded sized generating family. Then thei ig I
corresponding family of Cayley graphs has a polynomial diameter.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1, there exist constants K and a such that
 G i .. amax g n F Kn , whence, in particular, if d denotes the diameterig I S ii
 .of X G , S , we havei i
1raG ai< < < <G s g d F Kd ; i , and d G G rK ; i . .  .i S i i i ii
 4On the other hand, the group family G s G , where G s C ip p prime p p
 .Aut C , has polynomial diameter w.r.t. all bounded sized generatingp
< <  .  .2 .families. Indeed, Aut C ( C ; thus G s p p y 1 s u p y 1 , andp py1 p
Aut C ( G rC , whence if S denotes the epimorphic image in Aut C ofp p p p p
G Aut Cp p a bounded sized generating set S for G , then d G d s V p yp p S Sp p
.1r a < < 2r a1 s V G for some constant a , the penultimate equality followingp
for example, from Lemma 4.2.1. However, every nonabelian subgroup of
G is, in fact, even centerless! Thus polynomial diameter is not a strongp
enough invariant to detect ``virtual nilpotency.''
Further, we have
 .LEMMA 4.3. Let G s G be a family of finite groups with respecti¨ ei ig I
 .generating sets S s S of bounded cardinality. Suppose G has logarith-i ig I
 .mic diameter w.r.t. S . Then G, S has exponential growth.
G i < <Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a K ) 0 with d F K log G for allS ii
i. This implies the existence of constants A ) 0, c ) 1, such that for all i,
< < dS
G i G  G i. < < dSG i  G  ..1r ni iG G Ac , whence g d G G G Ac ; thus lim g n ) 1,i S S i nª` Si
and the result follows.
 .On the other hand, the family G s S above is a family of groupsn ng N
 . with exponential generators T s T , yet it has been shown seen ng N
w x.BKL that the diameter of these groups w.r.t. these generators is super-
  2 .logarithmic. These generators give rise to diameter u n as opposed to
  ..  ..the optimal O log n! s O n log n .
Continuing along the general lines of thought of Conjecture 1, it would
be interesting to be able to prove the following.
Conjecture 2. A family of groups G with a bounded sized subexponen-
tial generating family is ``virtually soluble,'' that is, there exists a constant
K such that every G g G has a soluble subgroup of index at most K.i
Passing to infinite groups, this translates to a slightly weaker version:
Conjecture 29. A f.g. residually finite group of subexponential growth is
virtually residually soluble.
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We remark that our results can be used to show something in this
direction. Indeed, the following can be proved:
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a f. g. residually finite group of subexponential
  . < 4growth. Suppose that rk M M is a nonabelian upper chief factor of G is
bounded. Then G is ¨irtually residually soluble.
Sketch of Proof. Let G be a f.g. residually finite group satisfying
the hypotheses of the lemma, with r the bound on the ranks of the
upper chief factors. For any finite subdirect factor G, the subgroup H s
 .F C M is soluble, and GrH is a subdirect productM perfect chief factor of G G
 .of subgroups of Aut M , where M ranges over the perfect chief factors of
w xG. By Shalev's theorem again Sh2, Proposition 3.6 , M is isomorphic to at
most r copies of either a simple group of r-bounded order, or of a simple
 e.  .group S s X p of Lie type, where n and e are r-bounded. Aut S , inn
turn, has faithful linear representation of r-bounded degree see, for
w x w x.example Sh2, Lemma 3.4 together with We, Lemma 2.3 ; consequently,
 .  .so, too, does Aut M , Aut S wrS .r
 . Thus, if GrK is the collection of finite subdirect factors of G soi ig I
.  .  .F K s 1 with H rK the corresponding above-mentioned solu-ig I i i i ig I
Äble subgroups, the above discussion implies that H [ F H is residu-ig I i
Äally finite-soluble, and that GrH is f.g. residually linear of r-bounded
w xdegree. Applying Wi, Section 4.2 again, since G has subexponential
Ägrowth, we deduce that GrH is virtually soluble, and, accordingly, G is as
claimed.
One might even wonder whether Grigorchuk's constructions of groups
with intermediate growth, are, in a sense, typical of all such groups;
indeed, we ask, are all f.g. residually finite groups of intermediate growth
virtually residually nilpotent? This would be especially interesting, for we
already know quite a bit about ``gaps'' in the possible growths of residually
w xnilpotent groups. Indeed, results of Grigorchuk Gri2 and Lubotzky and
w xMann LM2 together imply the following:
n’ .THEOREM. Let G be a f. g. residually nilpotent group of growth - 0 2 .
Then G is ¨irtually nilpotent and thus has polynomial growth.
At any rate, we mention the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3. Let G be a f.g. residually finite group. Then either there
n’ .exist constants K ) 0, c ) 1, such that g n G Kc , or G is virtuallyS
nilpotent.
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